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SGA Members 2015-2016
Summer 2015 and Fall 2015

First Name
Saint
Pedro
Denice
Rosa
Jonathan
David
Carlos
Sakhr
Sayonara
Raynellys
Yanicel
Nadine
Akello
Feissal
Demetrius
Raquel

Last Name
Mbakop A Boui
Minaya
Caba
Torres
Suárez
Prince
Vélez
Aldaylam
Díaz
Fernández
Fragoso
Joachin
Thomas
Traore
Wilson
Meléndez

Position
President
Vice President for Student Affairs
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Treasurer
Executive Secretary
Campus Affairs Commissioner
Evening and Part-Time Student Affairs Commissioner
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
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Spring 2016

First Name
Saint
Pedro
Feissal
Zaira
Raquel
Carlos
Sakhr
Sayonara
Yanicel
Akello
Willy
Generosa
Cintya
Isela
Alassane

Last Name
Mbakop A Boui
Minaya
Traore
Bello
Meléndez
Vélez
Aldaylam
Díaz
Fragoso
Thomas
Báez Lara
Canales
Jiménez
Herrera
Thera

Position
President
Vice President for Student Affairs
Vice President for Academic Affairs
Treasurer
Executive Secretary
Campus Affairs Commissioner
Evening and Part-Time Student Affairs Commissioner
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
Senator
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SGA 2015-2016 Logo

This logo was created to encourage communication and interaction between students, faculty and
staff. The team purchased a backdrop that included this logo as well as the SGA Coat of Arms.
The logo was also used on T-shirts. The logo was designed by Feissal Traore, Class of 2016.
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SGA Members’ Reflections

Name:

Saint Mbakop A Boui

Position:

SGA President

SGA committee you chaired:
I am the Chair of the Committee on Committees

SGA Committee Report:
my committee is in charge of making sure that all the committee are doing their. and to make
sure that committee report their work to the rest of the group

College Committees assigned:
College Executive Committee, College Curriculum Committee, College Wide Senate, Hostos
Association, Hostos Auxiliary Committee, Hostos Committee On Committees

College Committee Report:
in the College Curriculum Committee we discuss of new courses to be in the campus, courses
revision, courses to be propose to partway. in general the C.C.C. review and vote on course to be
presented in the senate for approval.
The College Wide Senate Executive Meeting meet generally the Wednesdays of the week before
the college wild senate. the C.W.S.E. meet to discuss and plan the agenda of the college wild
senate. they also speak about issue that have arise in the campus and decide if it have to be
present on the senate floor or not.
As the president of The SGA I speak on the for 7,000 and plus students here at hostos at the
college wild senate presenting what the mane concern are and what we thing we need form the
college community. and also we present what as SGA Team we have been doing for the student.
it is also in the senate that most of the academic decision are made. we vote of new courses,
course revisions, courses introduction to partway and many more.
Hostos auxiliary in a committee that meet only ones of twice in the semester. the Auxiliary is in
charge of allocating the money made by the college to different entity of the college.
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the Hostos association inC. is the body that allocate the fund fro the students activities funds to
clubs and organization through out the campus. The association is manly constituted of SGA
member.
the committee on Committee is a committee that is in charge of overseeing rest of the committee
through our the campus.

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
the committees are very important it is the place where the SGA member get actually to speak on
behalf of the student. It is capital that you all make the best of you effort to attend all the meeting
of the committees you are each part of. the can sometime get confusing but be prepared before
you go the committee and ask as much question that you have to to understand the issue that are
been discus. don, t be scare of asking question even the silly one.

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
As you can imagine been the president is not an easy task but I realize very early that the SGA is
not a “one man show”. I realize that I have a team that believed in me and had a lot of
expectation for me, and even more Important I had the responsibility to represent the 7000 and
plus student that we have at Hostos. So very early I know I couldn’t failed at this task. I decided
to do my very best to balance everything. This eventually leaded me on reducing my sleep time,
and tape in the power of planning and google calendar. Wish works somewhat well. My SGA
journey was easy up mostly by my team wish for the most part always work together in an
equalitarian Plainfield in wish. I try my best to create a place where the executives and the
senators feel as important one and other, I also work on creating, committees that help each
members of the SGA to have a specific leadership role. So some people utilize that role and
became very involve and some didn’t not but the purpose of creating the committees was
attained because no one felled left out of the team. I also realize that as sga member, to make a
difference we need the collaboration of the administration. The collaboration with the
administration can be win only by proving them that you are worded to be listened to, that you
have the students best interest in mind at all time, that you are determined to make them receive
the best that can be offer and that you are a smart group. This pass by understanding the Sga
constitution, the Hostos Chart of governance, the CUNY chart of governance, the CUNY
accountability hand book. And I also with the work done in the creation of the Student Bronx
Council bylaw read a lot of order campus governing document. I also realize that the better
informed about the how thing supposed to work make it very easy to take the right decision
when the time come. In a personal level I gain a lot of knowledge in the leadership and group
work. I also took all the chance of public speaking that I could so I become more comfortable
speaking in English.
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My team and did a great job on creating a good Image for the SGA throughout the campus. I am
proud to have lead such a team. I am also so happy to have had two of the best leader here at
Hostos community college as our advisor Jerry Rosa Student Activity and the director of the
leadership academic Jason Libfeld. I am thankful for everything they did for us and for the
students at hostos it is always great to have leader that teach you by example not by telling you
what you have to do but showing the best ways to get to your the best decision. Jerry as we call
him Mr. Google is the most resourceful person in the campus. He always offer many options for
you to choses from when you present him with a problem. He is one of the few people that I
know how still operate like that. He always give you choices and risk factor and let you call the
short. I personally thing that it’s the best skill for an advisor. So I will like to recommend you to
use Jerry wisely. Jason is almost always update in to what is going on in the CUNY in general
and can often get you the answer in a couple of minutes you just have to ask. This two Hostos
personnel was the part of all the result and everything done during our time at your time you may
or may not have the opportunity to meet them. But regardless always try to fine the right action
for the students be for you make a decision.
To the next administration I would like to congratulate you for accepting this challenge. I can
reassure that you made the right chose. Now is your time to shine, do your best. To the next
presidents Mr. /Mrs. Congratulation and good luck for you and your teams. My immediate
successor Willy Baez With congratulation, I have all faith on you and your team to the very best
for the student of Hostos. Keep hostos SGA One of the best in CUNY as it has always been. To
all the next presidents if you ever need my help in any shape or form please feel free to contact
me by email at saintsalvism@gmail.com
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Name:

Pedro Minaya

Position:

Vice President of Students Affairs and Relations

SGA committee you chaired:
Vice President of student Affairs and Community Relations

SGA Committee Report:
N/A

College Committees assigned:
N/A

College Committee Report:
N/A

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
A strong commitment, I learned a lot, serving other help to understand that is not about the role
but all about the goal.

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
Unforgettable!
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Name:

Denice Caba

Position:

Vice President of Academic Affairs (Chair of Senate)

SGA committee you chaired:
Vice President of Academic Affairs (Chair of Senate)

SGA Committee Report:
Schedule members meeting.

College Committees assigned:
N/A

College Committee Report:
N/A

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
Great experience

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
A very challenging experience, a good opportunity to develop my leadership skills.
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Name:

Rosa Torres

Position:

Executive Secretary

SGA committee you chaired:
N/A

SGA Committee Report:
N/A

College Committees assigned:
N/A

College Committee Report:
N/A

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
N/A

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
Good experience
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Name:

Feissal Traore

Position:

Vice-President for Academic Affairs

SGA committee you chaired:
Academic Affairs Committee

SGA Committee Report:
We addressed the issues of the library opening, the science laboratories and also organized
academic related events. We organized the GPA watch to boost students on their academic
achievement and give them hope that they could still do it and have the time to fix their GPA.
The STEM Olympiad was also organized for all students in STEM subjects to compete.
After our meeting with the Chief Librarian she accepted to help us open the cafeteria as study
area for the mid-terms and finals but we didn't hear back from her.
After our meeting with the provost and Vice-President for Academic Affairs, it was reported that
the science department have been given funds to upgrade science labs. moreover more
equipment were bought for the science Labs and the chair of the department thanked the SGA in
pushing the administration on upgrading their labs; thing they have being asking for a while now.

College Committees assigned:
The Curriculum Committee

College Committee Report:
Multiple courses addition were voted during those meetings before their presentation at the
College Wide Senate
We discuss the advantages and disadvantages for students taking the courses and why should it
be brought in or not.

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
It was great to be involved in all these committees

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
Legacy Binder
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The semester was really though because of all the responsibility I had. going classes to classes
and meeting in between can leave you with no study time. I fell a little behind at the beginning of
the semester and had to do a lot of time management. Hopefully i catch back but it was not easy.
I passed all my classes but not with the grades I wanted for some of them.
For anybody taking this position, I will advise them to really be careful about how they manage
their time, the homework and also the registration of classes. Too many heavy classes are not
advised in this position and get ready to not have any other life :)
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Name:

Zaira Acened Bello

Position:

Budget and Finance Commissioner

SGA committee you chaired:
Budget and finance

SGA Committee Report:
Well making sure that everything is in track and counting what we have as supplies and being
able to order food in the meeting and just making thing things don't go missing

College Committees assigned:
Same

College Committee Report:
Just making sure things are going right

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
They are great

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
I believe it was tougher since I didn't start since the beginning and things were all over the place
and then just trying to make sure members had things they needed and things were not missing
other than that it was great
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Name:

Raquel Melendez

Position:

Executive Secretary

SGA committee you chaired:
N/A

SGA Committee Report:
Even though I was not assigned a committee, the SGA Diplomats stemmed from the idea to
partner up with clubs and students to make a greater impact beyond what the SGA can do on its
own. From activities, worships, events, advocacy and committees; the mission is to accomplish
these as one voice with a great sense of community.

College Committees assigned:
Scholarship Committie

College Committee Report:
There was only one meeting in the semester and the committee spoke about scholarships, the
changes that existed in this honors convocation in regards to money. Seems like last year,
students who were nominated by their department also received a scholarship. Professor Figeroa
explain that was no longer going to occur and was problematic. Instead, there was going to be a
scholarship offered for students with a 3.7 GPA and above. She also mentioned the lack of
awareness that exist in scholarships. Promotion is key.

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
It was resourceful.

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
The journey was not easy considering I had to learn how to balance my school work and my
SGA responsibilities. I was enrolled in 5 classes (that's if lab counts) and eventually dropped two
of them. I was stressed and learned the hard way that it's very important to know how to manage
time and differentiate what is and isn't important. One thing I've come to learn is that when
planning or getting a group of people to work with you, it is vital to include them in someway or
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form. Make them understand how important they are and how their contribution is meaningful to
you and the overall vision. There is a beautiful harmony that exist in including everyone from
the team and there is nothing greater than that. I will also add that it helps to plan things a head
of time and let others know on the process. How effective is a team who is willing work but
doesn't know what to do or what's going on? (It's a little food for thought.)
Lastly, the SGA family has been a support system throughout my journey. While we are here to
get a job done, it helps to build relationships. One team, one mind, one soul.
Ps. I also want to sneak in here that Jerry is the man. We have changed his name to Mr. Google
because he is the guru to everything that you may need help with. Whether it's coming up with
creative ideas, resources, connections, advice, this man will go out of his way to help you out.
My advice, is to seek his advice. Two heads are better than one.
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Name:

Sakhr Aldaylam

Position:

Night time commissioner

SGA committee you chaired:
Metro card

SGA Committee Report:
Working in the distrusting of the Metro card

College Committees assigned:
College wide senate, Research committee

College Committee Report:
I was working with fuculty and the administration to look for more internship and research
opportunities specially the STEM students. And spread the world among the student about the
opportunity that available in the school.

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
None

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
I met one of the greatest people I ever met In my life . We bound together work together and
Lagh a lot together. I deffenatly develop my leadership skills as well. However, SGA is a lot of
work that mean don't delate the work of your classes get it done early. Otherwise, you will be
stress and overwhelmed. Good luck!
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Name:

Sayonara Diaz

Position:

Senator

SGA committee you chaired:
N/A

SGA Committee Report:
Scholarship Committee
-once a month meet with the committee to create questions about the scholarships
-create flyer to promote SGA scholarship
Grant Committee
-never meet with the committee member
Disability Committee
-never meet the committee member

College Committees assigned:
College Wide Senate, USS 2nd alternate

College Committee Report:
-as a voting member support any new course
-bring any issue on campus, (lab equipments, class repairs, etc.).

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
It was a great experience I learn from everything in life, as a member of the SGA I encourage
future student to take their position seriously and I mean it, do your best to represent those that
are ahead of you (president, vice-president and so on) proud of you. Take pride on what you do
in life believe me it will pay off. Do you job with integrity and respect. Don't forget that you are
a student first, but with discipline and good communication you can do anything in life.
Remember who you are!
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What was your personal experience with the SGA?
Very challenging, I learned a lot. I have a strong discipline but being a member of the SGA
highly shaped my discipline, time management, not to procrastinate but to get things done
ASAP, remember who I am, and those that I represent I take pride on that . I remember who I am
and how I want to be remember. For the future members please take your position seriously,
love what you do and have fun.
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Name:

Generosa Canales

Position:

Senator

SGA committee you chaired:
Events and communications

SGA Committee Report:
Periodically updating sga fb page, in charge of planning and assigning duties for events

College Committees assigned:
Graduation

College Committee Report:
An event for graduating students was planned and cancelled due to unforseen circumstances

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
N/A

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
I learned a lot about myself, met great and inspiring people. I learned to manage my time
efficiently
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Name:

Cintya Jiménez

Position:

Senator

SGA committee you chaired:
Disability committee

SGA Committee Report:
None

College Committees assigned:
Faculty and student disability committee

College Committee Report:
None

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
None

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
Glad to be involved in the SGA
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Name:

Akello Thomas

Position:

Senator

SGA committee you chaired:
N/A

SGA Committee Report:
N/A

College Committees assigned:
Disability committee

College Committee Report:
N/A

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
N/A

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
Awesome to be part of the SGA
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Name:

Yanicel Fragoso

Position:

Senator

SGA committee you chaired:
SGA Diplomats

SGA Committee Report:
-Select students that will be recognized for their help during events.
-Consult with the team to make sure the students are a good selection and if they can recommend
any other.
-Organize the recognition of the chosen diplomats and their gifts.

College Committees assigned:
I was part of the College Wide Senate during one semester.

College Committee Report:
Attend to the biweekly meetings and vote on the different issues discussed there based on what is
better for all the students.

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
None

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
Amazing experience! It is a learning environment where you get to have fun at the same time.
You can make friends for life while you learn and become more professional. I would do it
again!
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Name:

Isela Herrera

Position:

Senator

SGA committee you chaired:
Health and environment

SGA Committee Report:
Since I was nominee late in the semester, I have been looking for strategies to better the
environment for the student body through asking people around the campus what are the needs
and suggestions. I got to the conclusion that individual needs are different thus it is better to
enclosed specific needs and set them by prioritize what most of the student body feels
comfortable with. Overall people feel that there are some things that have to change, starting
with the cafeteria's food. I already spoke to the person in charge but they told me that the are
covering a variety of foods according to the school requirements. We need to keep looking for
strategies to establish a better relationship with the cafeteria management in order to find better
ways to excel the service and the options on the menu.

College Committees assigned:
Admission and retention committee & Library committee

College Committee Report:
About the library, a meeting was conducted between the president of the SGA and two
commissioners, including myself, the director of the Library and two members of the library
staff to discuss the possibility to enable an area inside the school so students could stay longer
studying for finals. The meeting was conducted effectively and some arrangements were
reached; however, promises were never in paper. Maybe it would be a better way to make the
agreements to have effect.
For Admission and retention, there was an informal meeting between the outreach department to
set some strategies for students not just to attend classes but also incentives to help them to
graduate and succeed in the job field. There are a lot of things to do but planes are in process.

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
None
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What was your personal experience with the SGA?
Definitely being part of the SGA have increased my experience in many ways. I learned a lot of
the school management in terms of students needs and why these are not cover immediately. I
develop some skills in dealing with large groups of people. It also allow me to understand the
differences between the student body and also be prepared to help without trespass cultural
boundaries. Personally, I enriched my knowledge about social skills and some how it helped me
to be more organized in order to accomplished short term goals while preparing me for the
future.
Academically it creates a network that allowed me to feel supported throughout the learning
process.
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Name:

Willy Baez

Position:

Senator

SGA committee you chaired:
Sports Committee

SGA Committee Report:
The Sports Committe works with the athletic department to make sure that the athletes are
getting the proper equipment which is not a question with someone like Krishna ahead of the
department. I was working on an ID Scanner to check in/out of the gymnasium to make sure that
none of the students are skipping classes. I was not able to finish this task but actually pitched
my idea to the IT department and they loved it.

College Committees assigned:
Scholarship Committee, STEM Olympiad Committee, Student Affairs Committe

College Committee Report:
The scholarship Committe successfully gives 20 scholarships to qualifying students of Hostos
Community College.

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
The Student Affairs Committe works hand in hand with the College clubs.

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
It was an amazing journey, and the things that you learn while being in the SGA will be things
that you will be using in the real world. Not only how to manage yourself in a workplace but also
how to work with others, and most importantly pay attention to any student concerns and present
it to the senate meeting.
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Name:

Alassane Thera

Position:

Senator

SGA committee you chaired:
Honors Committee

SGA Committee Report:
Meet with the college committee of honors convocation once a month to discuss the planing of
the honors convocation. Help send invitation's letters and e-mail to eligible students for honors
convocation. Finally, help set up the gym for the event.

College Committees assigned:
N/A

College Committee Report:
N/A

Personal thoughts about these Committees:
It was tough to help organize the event at the end of the semester but it was a great experience.

What was your personal experience with the SGA?
It was great to be a part of SGA family this semester.
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Event Summaries

Name of Event:

Club Fair

Date:

10/22/15

Location:

Hostos Bridge

Budget allocated:

$134.92

Person(s) in Charge: Denice Caba, SGA members
Type of Food:

Pizza

Caterer:

Giovanni's

Supplies ordered:

Balloons

Raffles/Giveaways:

N/A

MC (if any):

N/A

Facilitator(s):

No

Personal thoughts:

N/A
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Name of Event:

Halloween Party

Date:

10/30/2015

Location:

Cafeteria

Budget allocated:

$1,150.00

Person(s) in Charge: Denice Caba, SGA members
Type of Food:

Spanish food

Caterer:

Sabor Latino Restaurant

Supplies ordered:

Halloween decorations

Raffles/Giveaways:

No

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

No

Personal thoughts:

N/A
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Name of Event:

Thanksgiving Dinner

Date:

11/25/2015

Location:

Hostos Cafeteria

Budget allocated:

$1,449.90

Person(s) in Charge: Akello Thomas, SGA members
Type of Food:

Turkey, mashed potatoes, cranberry sauce, pie, drinks.

Caterer:

Sam’s Restaurant

Supplies ordered:

Table cloth, paper plates, utensils, cups.

Raffles/Giveaways:

N/A

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

No

Personal thoughts:

N/A
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Name of Event:

Valentine’s Event

Date:

2/11/2016

Location:

SGA Booth

Budget allocated:

$434.83

Person(s) in Charge: Rosa Torres, SGA members
Type of Food:

N/A

Caterer:

N/A

Supplies ordered:

Flowers, balloons, candy treat bags.

Raffles/Giveaways:

No

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

No

Personal thoughts:
It was very encouraging to serve in this event and also to see the reaction
of students to send and receive flowers and balloons it was really nice.
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Name of Event:

A Day in Quisqueya

Date:

2/29/2016

Location:

C-371

Budget allocated:

$163.58

Person(s) in Charge: Pedro Minaya, SGA members
Type of Food:

Dominican food (mangu, eggs, salami, pork, cheese).

Caterer:

Hostos cafeteria

Supplies ordered:

candy treat bags, flags.

Raffles/Giveaways:

N/A

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

Yes, Student Activities Office

Personal thoughts:

I love it.
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Name of Event:

The Research Symposium

Date:

3/1/2016

Location:

Gym

Budget allocated:

$300

Person(s) in Charge: Sakhr aldaylam, Raquel Melendez
Type of Food:

Cookies and refreshments

Caterer:

BJ’s

Supplies ordered:

N/A

Raffles/Giveaways:

SGA goody bags and give away

MC (if any):

None

Facilitator(s):

None

Personal thoughts:

It show that SGA are involved and support the STEM students
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Name of Event:

Hostos SGA Town Hall Meeting

Date:

3/3/2016

Location:

Cafeteria

Budget allocated:
Person(s) in Charge: Saint Mbakop A boui
Type of Food:

snacks

Caterer:

Cafeteria

Supplies ordered:

we had some goodies back and some SGA T-shirt

Raffles/Giveaways:

No

MC (if any):

Erick Formman from Hunter College

Facilitator(s):
Quebec

We had four speakers. Students that worked in 2012 student strike in

Personal thoughts:
The event was great in general. we watch "Le Carre Rouge sur Fond
Noire" the movie of the protest in Canada. but the movie was a little too long. and at the end we
had a Q&A section where the speaker answered question in to how did they plan and organize.
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Name of Event:

Name Your Event

Date:

3/30/2016

Location:

C building bridge, cafeteria

Budget allocated:

$375

Person(s) in Charge: Generosa Canales
Type of Food:

Cheese, crackers, fruit

Caterer:

Hostos cafeteria

Supplies ordered:

N/A

Raffles/Giveaways:

Gift cards

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

No

Personal thoughts:

More people were needed to help promote the event
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Name of Event:

Math Day

Date:

04/04/2016

Location:

Cafeteria

Budget allocated:

$250

Person(s) in Charge: Feissal, Professor Nieto-Wire
Type of Food:

Wraps, salad, cookies, desserts, crackers…

Caterer:

Cafeteria, Giovanni’s

Supplies ordered:

Yes, Certificate paper, certificate folders, water bottles

Raffles/Giveaways: Yes, the mathematics department raffled for gift cards, SGA t-shirts, cups,
pens, caps, folders…
MC (if any):

Yes, STEM Professors

Facilitator(s):

Math professors

Personal thoughts:

Such a great event to pull people attention on math and its benefits!
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Name of Event:

GPA Watch: Reaching Academic Success

Date:

4/11/2016

Location:

C-391

Budget allocated:

$1,200

Person(s) in Charge: Raquel, Yanicel, Feissal
Type of Food:

Variety of wraps and water

Caterer:

Cafeteria

Supplies ordered:

Decorations, candy, books, wristbands, poster, and name tags.

Raffles/Giveaways:

Yes. Rubics Cubes and books.

MC (if any):

Carlos Advincola and Carlos Velez

Facilitator(s):

Jason Libfeld, Brandy Peer, Fabian Wander, Anarelis Colon

Personal thoughts:
It was a great event. I strongly believe if I had more that 1 1/2 weeks to
plan it, more students could have attended and the event would have been better prepared
(collaboration and departmental support).
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Name of Event:

Spring Easter celebration event

Date:

4/14/2016

Location:

Student lounge

Budget allocated:

Yes, $550 used only $450

Person(s) in Charge: Cintya Jiménez
Type of Food:

Tacos de pernil, salmon, chicken, Caesar salad, rice

Caterer:

Sunlight Restaurant

Supplies ordered:

Puzzles, candy, chocolate, catering food

Raffles/Giveaways:

SGA Goodie bags

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

No

Personal thoughts:

For students to enjoy few hours of fun building different puzzles / games.
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Name of Event:

Hostos Spring Break Bash

Date:

4/14/2016

Location:

Cafeteria

Budget allocated:

It was $3,500

Person(s) in Charge: Other than me (Zaira), Cynthia, and Pedro and two people from the
diplomats Tiffany and Amanda
Type of Food:

tacos, rice, beans, pasta, chicken, salmon, salad

Caterer:

Sunlight and Giovanni's

Supplies ordered:

Most got from Michael’s and BJ’s

Raffles/Giveaways:

Chargers and shirts since it was mix with what happened with Ecuador

MC (if any):

Pedro / Carlos

Facilitator(s):

Nope

Personal thoughts:
It was something different then the other parties people that don't dance
actually had fun since it was games and items to play with and well I believe they enjoy
themselves
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Name of Event:

STEM Olympiad (competition)

Date:

4/19/2016

Location:

FDR and JFK Rooms

Budget allocated:

$3,000

Person(s) in Charge: Feissal Traore; Yanicel Fragoso; Willy Baez; Alassane Thera
Type of Food:

Cookies and Soda

Caterer:

BJ's

Supplies ordered:

resume paper for tags

Raffles/Giveaways:

No

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

Yes, STEM Professors

Personal thoughts:
The event was great, I made a Google form for registration and have help
printing the name tags for each participant.
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Name of Event:

STEM Olympiad (Awards Ceremony)

Date:

5/10/2016

Location:

Student Lounge

Budget allocated:

Was all include with the competition ($3000)

Person(s) in Charge: Feissal, Yanicel, Willy, Alassane
Type of Food:

Rice and beans, chicken, mac & cheese, cookies, drinks

Caterer:

Cafeteria

Supplies ordered:
(Amazon.com)

Trophies, medals from (trophydepot.com); and Gift Cards from

Raffles/Giveaways:

No

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

Yes, Professor Yoel Rodriguez and other STEM professors

Personal thoughts:
The organization have to be planned very well for a very organized awards
ceremony. We printed out certificates for every participants, the first places, 2nd places, 3rd
places, and timed questions. Certificates were also given to professors that participated.
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Name of Event:

Hostos Softball Tournament

Date:

5/13/2016

Location:

Franz Sigel Park

Budget allocated:

$1,250

Person(s) in Charge: Willy Baez, Krishna Dass, Pedro Minaya, Johansel Estrella & Johanna
Palma
Type of Food:

Lunch Boxes

Caterer:

Cafeteria

Supplies ordered:

Shirts, Trophies, Medals, Caps

Raffles/Giveaways:

No

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

No

Personal thoughts:

It did not happen in this date, because of rain delay
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Name of Event:

SGA Gala

Date:

5/18/2016

Location:

Hostos Cafeteria

Budget allocated:

$5,000

Person(s) in Charge: Generosa Canales
Type of Food:

Appetizers, fish, chicken, bread, dessert

Caterer:

Giovanni’s, BJ’s

Supplies ordered:
Trophies, vases, cards, envelopes, batteries, flowers, plates, utensils,
napkins, serving plates
Raffles/Giveaways:

Trophies, plaques, certificates

MC (if any):

Carlos Velez

Facilitator(s):

N/A

Personal thoughts:

More help was needed. Not as organized as should have been.
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Name of Event:

SGA Diplomats Recognition

Date:

5/18/2016

Location:

Cafeteria

Budget allocated:

$150

Person(s) in Charge: Myself (Yanicel Fragoso) and SGA team since it was linked with our
Gala.
Type of Food:

N/A

Caterer:

N/A

Supplies ordered:

Trophies, goodie bags

Raffles/Giveaways:

No

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

Yes

Personal thoughts:
semester.

Great event! We can recognize the students for their help during the
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Name of Event:

Honors Convocation

Date:

5/26/2016

Location:

The gym

Budget allocated:

N/A

Person(s) in Charge: Alassane Thera
Type of Food:

N/A

Caterer:

N/A

Supplies ordered:

N/A

Raffles/Giveaways:

N/A

MC (if any):

No

Facilitator(s):

Yes

Personal thoughts:

Great
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